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i like sharpen ai for use with black and white
images, especially if i have added color to the

image. (its a very simple and fast way to "paint" in
color, if you will. a manual mode could do that but it
would probably be very labor intensive.) its a tool to
introduce texture into a black and white image and
doesn't make the image look like it is processed in

color. i like its quick speed. my particular problem is
that i am a somewhat novice lightroom user and i
use my camera phone to take all of my photos. if

you pick a picture off my camera phone, sharpen it,
and then upload it to lr, you will never know that it
was imported from a phone. i do not have a paid

membership on the software or subscription to the
service. i download the free demo and try to help

out where i can. i am always amazed by how great
the answer is that i get from the service..i am not
disappointed. i really just wanted to tell about my

experience with a recommendation to download and
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try it. i can't speak for the other two tutorials you
were referred to and i may eventually find that

one.thanks so much for posting. welcome! this is, i
believe, the first in-depth review of photo ai sharpen

that i have read. i think you are on the right track
and i believe that the product will do very well for
advanced image processing. ive tried this just now
and when i had my original settings on 3 it came

back with a purple background for the preview. its
been disabled on my machine for about 20 minutes

and am hoping that i can get it back and will be
trying it out again. looks good though.
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i was very impressed with the minimalistic ui. i could
see that there were options to control the

parameters. however, i could not get the sharpen
tool to work for any of my test files. after several

attempts, i got the following error message: i then
selected “sharpen” from the dropdown menu at the
top of the ui window. i then noticed that the select
file radio button was greyed out and in addition the

“start sharpen” button was greyed out. i am
assuming that i need to select a file type before i try

to sharpen a file. i do appreciate your efforts and
hard work and thank you for what you have

accomplished to date. i hope to look forward to your
work in the future. if anyone can answer my

question regarding the documentation, it would be
greatly appreciated. please contact me via my

company’s web site if you have the time. thanks
again, gregg matt i can see why this is a big plug-in

for most people, and it is impressive. a few quick
points: 1. i thought the ui had a lot of real estate –

but do you not consider that a waste of space? i use
4k monitors so i don’t see what it would be like on a
1080p screen. 2. the settings were a little confusing

for me. first i just tried the “auto sharpen” option
and that looked acceptable but it did seem strange
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that the highlights were left alone. i “managed” to
get it working for my test file and then went to fix a
lot of the general issues to make it look as good as it
does above. i think that while any effort is made to

have a minimal ui, it is important to have more than
the bare-bones minimalism of topaz sharpener 1.2.1
on my 4k screen. i can see why someone would love

the minimalist option. 3. i don’t really like doing
manual settings anymore. i still want to use the

sharpen tool but have spent about two hours
struggling to tweak options and get the best out of
the tool. i’m probably not the only one struggling to
get the best out of the program but a few options to

the right of the settings would be welcome. 4.
5ec8ef588b
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